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We consider pairs (A, B) of linear mappings A, B: V-r W between finite- 
dimensional vector spaces V and W over an arbitrary base field K (the commu- 
tativity of K is inessential). There are the obvious notions of isomorphism, 
direct sum, and indecomposability for such pairs, and by the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem every such pair is a direct sum of indecomposable pairs, unique up to 
isomorphy. We present a proof of the well-known classification of such pairs, 
using bases of V and Won which A is the identity matrix with some rows and 
columns of zeroes added; call such a pair of bases adapted. As far as the author 
knows this natural approach has not been used previously, though there is some 
similarity with the method used in [l]. For traditional proofs see e.g. [I], [2] 
and [3], with references to the original papers by K. Weierstrass and L. 
Kronecker. The lemma of this note provides an algorithm for decomposing any 
pair into a direct sum of indecomposable pairs. 
Any m-by-n matrix with coefficients in K is identified with the obvious linear 
mapping from K” to K”. A pair (A, B) from K” to Km for which the canonical 
bases of K” and Km are adapted, is written as 
(co$! ;:>, 
where B, is a k-by-k matrix, 
k=rank A, B=(:i 2:). 
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Examples of indecomposable such pairs are: 
(i) R(C) : = (C’f ), where m= n = k and C is an indecomposable k-by-k matrix; 
where e’ and e,, for I= 1,2, . . . , k, are the canonical basic column vectors and 
row vectors in Kk respectively, and N(k) the k-by-k matrix that maps ek into 
0 and e’ into e’+’ for I= 1 2 , ,---, k- 1. 
Here R(C,) and R(&) are isomorphic if and only if Ct and C, are conjugate 
under the general linear group GL,(K); there are no other isomorphies 
between the given examples. 
The examples S,(O), S,(O), S,(O) are to be interpreted as the pairs 
(O,l):K-+K, (0,O): {O}+K, (O,O):K-+{O} 
respectively. 
CLASSIFICATIONTHEOREM. Up to isomorphy there are no other indecompo- 
sable pairs but the pairs R(C), S,(k), &(k), S,(k). 
In the proof we shall use the notion of derived pair (A’, B’) of (A, B): A’ and 
B’ are the canonical mappings from 
B- ‘(im A)/B- ‘(im A) fl ker A to im A/B(ker A) n im A 
induced by A and B respectively. Note: S;(k) = $,(k - l), for p = 2,3, 
S;(k) = S;(k - 2), with S;(l) = S;(O) = S;(O) = Sj(0) : (0) -+ (0); moreover, 
(A’, B’) = (A, B) HA is an isomorphism. Here the equality signs actually denote 
canonical isomorphisms. Call a pair (A, B) non-degenerate if A is an isomor- 
phism, and degenerate otherwise. Every non-degenerate pair is a direct sum of 
pairs of the form R(C). 
LEMMA. Every pair (A, B) is the direct sum of a non-degenerate pair and a 
degenerate pair 
(’ i), where (z i) 
is a (block) matrix with entries from (0, 1) with at most one non-zero entry in 
each column and in each row, and N a nilpotent (square) matrix. 
PROOF. The pair (A, B) can be, and is, assumed to be degenerate. We shah 
use induction on the derived pair (A’, B’). Note: 
ker A’=B-‘(im A)nA-‘(B(ker A))/B-‘(im A)nker A, 
im A’=(B(ker A)nim A +A(B-‘(im A)))/B(ker A)nim A. 
According to the induction hypothesis there exist direct sum decompositions of 
B-‘(im A)/B-‘(im A)nker A and im A/B(ker A)flim A 
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and adapted bases of them on which (A ‘, B’) takes the form 
(.WJ 
where 
6: Rp;) 
is as stated in the assertion of the lemma, applied to (A’,B’). Let 
B-‘(im A)/B-‘(im A)nker A=b’@&, im A/B(ker A)nim A=J!?,@~?‘, 
be the direct sum decompositions corresponding to the partition 
(i !& 1 $1) of thematrix (i i $:>: 
so D,=ker A’, &=A’(&). 
Now we are going to choose particular partial linear complements D’ up to 
Ds for linear subspaces of V, with bases B’ up to Bs, and partial linear 
complements El up to E, for linear subspaces of W, with bases Cl up to Cs, 
as indicated in the diagram. 
Let Cl and C, arise by taking representatives in im A for the basis elements 
in El and i$ respectively (El is the span of C’, E4 that of C,). 
Since B(B-‘(im A)n ker A) = B(ker A)nim A, we can take B’ as to consist 
of representatives of the basic elements of D’ in B-‘(im A), such that 
A(B,) = Cl and B(D,) c E3 + E4, and B3 as to consist of representatives of the 
basic elements of D3 in B-‘(im A) such that B(D3) G E3 + Ed. Then the 
V 
I 04 
W 
i E8 
B- ‘(im A) + A - ‘(B(ker A)) im A+im B 
I 02 I El 
B- ‘(im A) + ker A 
I 4 
im A + B(A-‘(B(ker A))) 
1 E6 
B-‘(im A) 
I D3 
B- ‘(im A) fl A- ‘(B(ker A)) 
I Dl 
B-‘(im A)nker A 
1 D6 
B- ‘(A(B- ‘(im A))) n ker A 
I 07 
ker Bnker A 
I 4 
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im A + B(ker A) 
I Es 
im A 
I E4 
B(ker A)nim A +A(B-‘(im A)) 
I El 
Diagram 
B(ker A) fl im A 
I E2 
B(ker A)nA(B-‘(im A)) 
I E3 
101 
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mapping D,@D3+E1@E4 obtained by restriction of B has matrix 
Further we take D, within ker A, D,, E,, Es (with bases BS, B,, C,, C,) as 
indicated above, and then successively Bz, C,, B4, B,, Be, C,, C,, C, 
(spanning D2, E,, D4, D,, D6, E,, E6, ET) such that A(B,)=C,, A(B,)=C3, 
A(BJ = Cd, B(B,) = C3, B(BJ = C2, B(B,) = C,, B(B,) = C,, B(B,) = C,; it is 
easily verified that this can be done. On the resulting bases of Yand W the pair 
(A, B) becomes 
‘T 
1 
0 0 0 
0 N’ 0 P’ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 Q’ 0 R’ ._.-..- _ - . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
io 0 0 0 o- \ 
IO 0 0 0 0 
:o 0 10 0 
io 0 0 10 
io 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
The indicated partition gives a direct splitting as required. 
COROLLARY. Every pair (A, B) is the direct sum of a non-degenerate pair and 
a direct sum of pairs isomorphic to pairs of the form S,(k), S,(k) or S,(k). 
The proof of the corollary follows by noticing that a pair 
as in the lemma is isomorphic to a direct sum of pairs isomorphic to pairs of 
the form S,(k), &(k) or S,(k); this can be seen by regrouping the indices 
corresponding to N according to the equivalence relation generated by the 
relation NV = 1. 
The classification theorem is an immediate consequence of the corollary. 
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